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February has been a difficult time for walking weather-wise, with much of the countryside
adversely affected by heavy rain.
Compared with some parts of the country Derbyshire has not emerged too badly – although sadly
there has been damage to properties and farmland.

The Derwent Valley near Matlock
on a 26 February walk

The bad weather invites comparisons
from some excellent weather a year
ago
Descending from Castle Hill
(Sheffield Country Walk)

Climate Change

Last year saw many local authorities declaring a climate ‘emergency’ - without any clear idea on
what to do next.
Whilst progress on strategy has been patchy throughout the country, there appears to be a
considerable amount of duplication – without yet resorting to the local specifics that are needed to
achieve results.
Ramblers Central Office has stressed the need for councils to adopt a ‘walking neighbourhood’
policy, aimed at reducing road pollution and congestion - and improving communication and
health.
Sadly responses to this have so far been limited – and our county is no exception.
We have communicated the Ramblers’
Charter for Walking Neighbourhoods to
the Chesterfield Climate Change Action Plan
group, but (apart from a commitment to spend
£30,000 over two years to examine
sustainable transport) - without any success.

Nationwide we need to improve our network of paths, not
only to assist the fight against climate change, but to save
potential extinguishment of pre-1949 unrecorded paths in
the legislation that kicks in on 1 January 2026.
The Glasgow City Region blueprint , aimed at facilitating
the off-road movement of people between communities
through green space is a good ideal to pursue.

Green Lanes

Peak District Green Lanes Association
Campaigning to stop Peak District Green Lanes being destroyed by motorised transport

February 29th walks have their dangers ….
Late Walk Information
CANCELLED
Wednesday 11 March - Handley short bus walk cancelled
Derbyshire Gritstone Walk (3) - alternative
long walk bus to Alfreton
(9:30 X1 from Beetwell Street)

The Pegman

Where is this footpath sign ? (answer on page 6)
The scene is from Google Streetview.
Whilst Streetview does not generally cover footpaths, it can be useful in
checking where roads meet footpaths.
The Pegman is on our website – not to be confused with the peg
on Birchen Edge.

Diary Date for
the next AGM
The Chesterfield
Library Lecture
Theatre has been
booked for the 5th
December 2020

Don’t Lose Your Way
Have you selected a square yet ?
Pre-1949 unrecorded paths (not registered by the
county council as rights of way) will be legally
extinguished on 1 January 2026 if not claimed
Current Recorded Rights of Way
Footpath
Bridleway

https://dontloseyourway.ramblers.org.uk/

Footpath Brampton NE4 17/4

Bridleway Brampton NE4 16/1
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